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Kulina is a meal subscription platform and delivery 
service using technology to optimize food supply and 
logistics, making quality meals affordable for millions 
of people.

Our algorithm optimizes logistic efficiency by connect-
ing customer with nearest kitchen partner, allowing us 
to reduce the delivery cost. Mainly operating in Jakarta 
area and vicinity, Kulina is now also available in 
Surabaya area and vicinity, Yogyakarta, and soon will 
be launched in other Indonesia’s big cities.

Founded in 2015, we believe that people deserve 
nutritious and hygienic meal everyday without having 
to pay expensive price. Our service has allowed us to 
deliver almost 2,000,000 boxes to more than 80,000 
customers.

Currently we have more than 90 kitchen partners with 
more than 1000 menus ready to serve our happy 
customers. We aim to continue expanding our menu 
and coverage while also upgrading our meal quality.

About
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& Mission
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Visi & Misi

To be Indonesia's most trusted culinary 
company where customers can get the 
best quality meals within their budget 
that they couldn't find elsewhere.

To serve the best meal with outstanding 
customer experience at the lowest 
possible price every single day.

Vision

Mission

Everyone could get
the best food
at affordable prices”
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About
Kulina
Corporate
Catering
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Corporate Catering

Our service was designed to make office lunch as easy as possible 
for companies and their employees. With Kulina Corporate Catering, 
your employee will have more freedom to choose their food without 
having to report to HR/GA/procurement department. Over 40 
companies are now using our service in Jakarta and soon we will 
expand to other big cities in Indonesia.

Kulina Corporate Catering is a
premium service for companies looking to
serve the best food for their employee.
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Conventional
vs Kulina

Office lunch :
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Conventional vs Kulina

With Kulina, your company is bound to have
simpler and easier office lunch than
the conventional one that will satisfy everyone,
including the environment.

Easier office lunch

with just one app.
Everyday
Lunch
Order

Features Conventional Kulina

Employee can order
whatever they want

New menus everyday Depends on
the in-house team

(HR/GA/procurement)

In-house team
(HR/GA/procurement) Kulina Team

Guarantee in every meals

Food waste due to
unconsumed foods

Flexibility in ordering

Complaint handling

Can be
minimalized
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Services
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Our Services

Let each of your employee choose whatever 
food they prefer with our prepaid balance. 
Prepaid balance can be set according to 
daily lunch budget in your company.

By choosing their own food, your employee 
can manage their own subscription and skip 
their lunch when they’re out of office. This 
model works best for companies serving 
daily office lunch for their employee.

PrePaid Balance

Serve the best food for special occasions 
and events with our corporate event 
package.

Choose your favorite menu based on your 
company budget and preference. This 
model works best for companies looking to 
serve employees or guests in meetings, 
seminars, workshops, and other special 
occasion.

Corporate Event
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Choose
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Why Choose Us?

Because you only have to pay for every 
food your employee order and eat, you 
can save lunch budget up to 30%.

Save lunch budget up to 30%

More than 80 (and the number keeps on 
growing) curated partner and restaurant 
will serve your team the best lunch 
everyday.

Enjoy endless choice of food

Less time needed to find lunch means 
your team has more time to relax at 
lunch time. When it’s time to get back to 
work, they’ll be more focused.

Boost employee
productivity

Every meal in Kulina has a food quality 
and on-time delivery guarantee you can 
claim easily if your receive bad quality 
food.

Eat with food guarantee
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How
it Works

PrePaid Balance Model

Set monthly
budget for
your employee

Our team will
top up prepaid
balance based on
the monthly
budget

Your employee
receive prepaid
balance that
can be used
immediately to
order food

Monthly expenses
and orders will be sent
to you at every end
of the month

or
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How it Works

Corporate Event Model

Visit
kulina.id/event
to see our
full menu

Order your food
based on budget
and needs by
filling out the
order form or
through our
account executive

Our team will
confirm your order

Pay your order
and confirm
your payment.
Your food will be
delivered at your
desired date
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Product Portofolio
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Snack Modern B
by Bloem Snack

Nasi Kuning
Tumpeng Mini Basic

Nasi Liwet
Ayam Kremes

Buffet B
by Rella’s Kitchen
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Daily Catering

Healthy
Lunch

Deluxe
Lunch

Salad
Lunch

Basic
Lunch
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Nasi Daun Jeruk Western Package
Snack by T’Time

Tumpeng Buffet Tradisional A
by Dapur Panglima
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Daily Catering

Ceu Kokom Chinese Wok Mewahwah Sushiya



Dapur Sana-SiniNutripack

Daily Catering
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Sehathat Rush Hour
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Snack / Fruit / Drink

Buah Apel Pempek Onigiri Kopi Tumbu
Biskuit
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Address
Gedung Kulina, Jl. Tulodong Atas No. 28,

lantai 3, SCBD - Jakarta 12110

Indonesia

Email & Website
www.kulina.id/corporate

sales@kulina.id

Phone
Corporate Sales Manager

+62 856 154 3773
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Contact Us



Made with 

Power up your team and increase productivity with
the best lunch served from our curated kitchen.

A new way
to enjoy office lunch



Made with www.kulina.id

Corporate Sales Assistant Manager

sales@kulina.id

085 6154 3773

085 6154 3773


